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Socialist self-critique and psychological innovation in the period of crisis – the concept of community

In this paper I investigate the use of socialist psychology as a welfare discourse in the context of late Kádárism. I study its use as a critical and self-critical language, concentrating on how mental problems (widely acknowledged as critical in the 1970s) were conceptualized as a crisis within the socialist community, as a crisis of the “socialist man”. The hypothesis is, that the idea of community (közösség) was central in locating, determining and explaining mental problems, be it a “fictional” community of official socialist psychology, or an “authentic” one, searched for in marginal psychology. 
Through the case of psychology in Kádárism I also discuss the production of historical knowledge in a postcommunist context. I argue that there are some problematic tendencies in relating to the socialist past, affecting the ways in which the history of the socialist period is approached in Hungary. These are: the tendency to set Hungarian socialism outside of national history because of its presumed internationalism; the so called totalitarian paradigm and the concept of socialism as a closed society; the production of the past in the form of ever-more secrets that need to be revealed; all the more visible difficulties in public history (Jordanova) to negotiate multiple identities in history.  
The more general need to “process” (feldolgozni) the past has an impact on the ways in which psychologists themselves write their own history, too. This relates to the more general East European discourse on “lagging behind” (elmaradás v. lemaradás). This paper argues, firstly for understanding the meaning of multiple identities, and secondly, for a distinctively Hungarian socialist experience.





